
Being the bigger ram: Arable vs Pastoral Masculinities in the Towneley Mactacio Abel 

 

In early drama, the production labour involved in creating the symbolic items central 

to Christian devotion – the wheat required to make the bread of the Eucharist, the wood 

hammered and bored to make a cross, and the fine wool used for Christ’s shroud – often 

becomes visible through the activities of sinful characters.  Moreover, the more difficult these 

characters seems to find their work, the more likely they are to be shown to be morally 

wavering or deficient.  In the York cycle, the clumsy, inept work of York’s carpenters, nailers 

and pinners becomes the focus of the Crucifixion pageant, and the labour of the Chester and 

Towneley Noah’s wives as they turn raw wool into valuable spun yarn jeopardises their 

salvation as they nearly miss the boat.1  The deterioration of the relationship between 

dramatic personae and their labour can also be used to stage a gradual moral failing or fall.  

In Mankind, for example, the central character’s increasing struggle with his spade against a 

hostile, stony earth is followed by his fall into sin.2   

The dramatic potential of labour was not only realised in the staging of struggle 

between labourers and their work, but also in conflicts or contests established between kinds 

of occupation.  The urban labour underpinning late medieval civic drama, and the good-

natured (and less good-natured) competition it produced between guilds has recently been the 

focus of several important works, particularly Christina Fitzgerald’s work on masculinity and 

guild culture and Nicole R. Rice and Margaret Aziza Pappano’s study of artisan identities in 

large civic centres such as York.3  This article turns its attention to how forms of professional 
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competition were also used to construct rural masculine identities through a study of the 

Towneley Mactacio Abel (The Killing of Abel) and the relationships the play stages between 

human, animal and land.  Building on my previous work for this journal on the trade 

masculinities at play in urban drama, this article argues that the Mactacio Abel places pastoral 

and arable agricultural labour in competition through the play’s two brothers.4  This 

competition takes the form of a gendered attack on the masculinity of each.  The article 

begins with Cain’s arable farming and how the character’s antagonistic relationship with the 

earth he farms hints at his failures as labourer and as a man.  It examines Cain’s interactions 

with Abel and the way the brothers’ different experiences of farming inform their 

relationships with God, before turning attention to Cain’s vicious attack on his brother’s 

masculinity and occupation through scatological language and hinting that Abel is 

committing bestiality with his sheep.  Finally, the article examines the play’s blurring of 

distinctions between food and kin, and human and animal meat.  In doing so, it draws on 

recent works by Tison Pugh and Eric Wade about the fluidity – and fragility – of 

performances of gender and race in these plays. 5  It claims the Towneley Mactacio Abel 

stresses contemporary anxieties about how closely the performance of a job was related to 

performances of masculinity. 

 

The ‘good’ yeoman 

All medieval dramatic villains are somewhat incompetent, but very few of them own 

it.  While Lucifer, Herod, Pilate, Annas and Caiaphas are all terrible at their jobs, their 

boastful speeches lay claim to acts and powers well beyond their real capabilities.6  The Cain 

of the Towneley Mactatio Abel is therefore unusual amongst his villainous counterparts in 
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that he makes no secret of the fact he finds his labour difficult.  The play begins 

conventionally enough, with a lackey exhorting the audience to be quiet and threatening 

them.  The servant boy then gives somewhat lukewarm praise of his master, whom he 

introduces as a ‘good yeoman’.7  This introduction introduces Cain as a yeoman, a free 

agricultural labourer, and Margaret Rogerson has argued that ‘in this context, "yoman" means 

simply an ordinary man, a small landholder, who cultivates his own fields.’8  The boy also 

aligns Cain’s occupation with that of certain men in the audience.  He associates Cain within 

certain communities watching this play, claiming ‘Full well ye all hym ken’, before 

suggesting members of the audience share Cain’s occupation, ‘som of you ar his men.’9  

While this pronouncement claims at least some of the play’s audience members were 

involved in arable farming, the boy is also insulting these audience members.  In situating 

them as Cain’s employees, or ‘men’, the boy is also suggesting they are of his disposition.  

This second reading is supported when he goes on to address the audience members as 

‘harlottys’, thereby casting them as being, like Cain, part of a disreputable, ribald company 

and by extension, suggesting the entire occupation of an arable yeoman is equally 

disreputable.10  While this was not always the case in a literary tradition in which the 

Plowman was also used as an idealized spiritual exemplar, it is consistent with other plays 

compiled in the Towneley manuscript, most notably The Second Shepherd’s Play, in which a 

poorly-disguised Mak adopts the role of yeoman, ‘Ich be a yoman, I tell you, of the kyng’, 

and uses this assumed status to try to bully the shepherds.11  In the case of the Mactatio Abel, 

the boy’s description of this yeoman as ‘good’ compounds the idea of yeoman as ruffians: 

when Cain enters, it rapidly becomes clear that he is neither morally ‘good’, nor good at his 

work.  Moreover, Cain’s portrayal of imperfect arable labour is set against the foil of his 
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more virtuous brother’s pastoral labour.  The brother’s rivalry is therefore extended to a 

rivalry of rural occupations. 

Despite the fact they are compiled from a number of sources, several of the plays 

collected in the Towneley manuscript demonstrate an interest in agricultural economies, 

labour and poverty that is less prominent in the city-based pageants.12  Robert S. Sturges also 

recently identified a preoccupation in this collection with issues of class, poverty and 

starvation in rural communities, whose major source of sustenance and wealth came from 

farming.  He notes that the Mactacio Abel is the first play in which these themes come to the 

forefront: 

[…] the sympathetic and class-conscious portrayal of peasant poverty begins with the first play in 

the cycle usually attributed to the Wakefield Master, the Mactacio Abel, or Killing of Abel, in 

which Cain plays a leading role.13  

It is interesting that Sturges picks up on Cain as a leading role in this play’s focus on peasant 

poverty, although the play itself seems to conservatively place at least some of the 

responsibility for Cain’s poverty onto the farmer, suggesting Cain struggles to make a living 

because he is not very skilled at his job.  Cain makes a spectacular, noisy entrance, driving 

what appears to be a mixed plough team of horses and cattle – all while cursing at the 

animals’ slowness:  

Io forth, Greynhorne, and war oute, Gryme! 

Drawes on, God gif you ill to tyme. 

Ye stand as ye were fallen in swyme! 

What, will ye no forther, mare?14   

There has been much debate over whether Cain’s team of eight mixed oxen and horses were 

physically present in this scene, though the common consensus seems to be that they were 
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imaginary.15  This speech figures Cain’s labour as a battle between him and his animals as he 

seeks to prepare the earth for planting.  Moreover, it suggests that these animals have the 

upper hand; a performance which would have been even more comic if these were animals of 

imagination and air.  Even if Cain’s animals were imaginary, the multiple references to and 

physical interactions with the plough suggests that it, at least, was physically realised as a 

stage property.  At the end of the play, for example, Cain commands his boy ‘take yond 

plogh’ (l. 454) and drive it off stage.  This suggests the plough remains present throughout 

Cain’s murder of Abel: acting as witness to Cain’s sin and as a reminder of his ongoing 

failure to productively perform as an arable farmer.   

The reason for the animals’ slowness is soon revealed.  Cain’s boy claims he has been 

putting the animal’s food ‘behind their ars’ in the stables, and tied their heads next to a hay-

rack full of stones.16  The animals are hungry.  When offered food, the team start to work 

more quickly.  The boy’s taunting reversal of the creatures’ arses and mouths here exposes 

another area of Cain’s incompetence as a yeoman; not only does he not do good work 

himself, he also fails to extract good work from his subordinate.  From the play’s beginning, 

the character is therefore shown to have an antagonistic relationship with everything and 

everyone: with his servant boy, his animals, and the land itself.  This, if a ploughing pun is 

permitted, prepares the ground for Cain’s conflict with Abel.   

 Cain’s lack of authority and competence also tells us something about his social and 

financial success as a working man.   James H. Morey has argued that plough ownership 

conferred both status and a measure of security on its owner, noting that ‘for the Wakefield 

Master, one’s social and legal status depends on the control one has over a plow.’17  While 

Morey makes a convincing case for God’s marking of Cain at the end of the play being an 

example of the merging of divine sanctuary with the sanctuary afforded medieval plough-

bearers, Cain’s chaotic entrance seems to suggest that, while he may be a plough owner, her 

still has very little control over his plough, his servant or his animals, and is therefore barely 

managing to perform his role as a yeoman.  This lack of control may have a practical and 

theological underpinning here.  If Adam’s symbol (and indeed, Mankind’s symbol) is the 

spade, then it raises the question about whether the plough represents a technological 
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advancement since Eden, or whether it represents a form of ‘cheating’.  Perhaps Cain is bad 

at ploughing because the technology is still very new and his animals untrained.  However, 

when read in a medieval context, there is also a metatheatrical point being made out of Cain’s 

noisy and abusive entrance.  Cain’s cursing of the plough and its animals inverts the 

performance traditions surrounding Plough Monday, which involved the blessing and 

decoration of the plough, often accompanied by processions, dance and other performances.18  

In blaspheming, rather than blessing the plough, Cain’s later complaints about his land’s lack 

of productivity are partially explained: he has failed in his job as a plough performer. 

Incompetent ploughing may also wryly suggest Cain’s failure in other areas.  The use 

of the action of ‘ploughing’ or ‘tilling’ as a metaphor for sex was established by this period.  

For example, the protagonist of the thirteenth century fabliaux Dame Sirith instructs a clerk 

in making thorough use of the women she has just precured for him through trickery: ‘And 

loke that thou hire tille, / And strek out hir thes.’19  In Dame Sirith, this agricultural metaphor 

fits the tone of the story.  The narrative concerns a woman coerced into sex, at least in part 

because of her pretentions to the upper-class registers of courtly love and benevolence.20  

However, Dame Sirith’s use of ‘tille’, as opposed to the word ‘pricking’ (riding) favoured by 

Chaucer adds a further sting to this parody of courtly-love, setting the sex in an agricultural 

register rather than in the (slightly higher) horse-riding register of higher class characters.  

Returning to the Mactatio Abel, Cain’s struggle to ‘till’ hints that he also fails to perform 

other masculine roles.  As we later hear, his attempts at sewing seed have been similarly 

ineffective, suggesting that the earth is a kind of womb that Cain is unable to cultivate.  This 

is not the first time in the Towneley manuscript that a dramatic character’s failure at their 

occupation is linked to a failure to perform sexually or to bear children.  As I have argued 

concerning the Second Shepherds’ Play, Mak’s claims to many children prove as fictional as 

his claims about being a ‘yeoman’ (and his failure to perform as a thief and get away with 

it).21  In the case of Mactatio Abel, Cain’s failure to cultivate also carries a hint of cuckoldry: 
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he may till, but as we see later in his complaint to Abel, the ground still springs up with 

weeds he did not sow himself.  According to Thomas Tusser’s 1570s editions of Fiue 

Hundred Points of Good Husbandrie, weeds are the consequence of the original seed being 

sown too thin: ‘Sée corne sowen in, / too thick nor too thin. / For want of séede, / land 

yéeldeth wéede.’22  Weeds make an appearance later in Cain’s debate with Abel about tithing.  

Claiming he doesn’t owe God a tithe because God has given him ‘noght bot soro and wo’23, 

Cain argues:  

At yere tyme, I sew fayre corn,   

Yit was it sich when it was shorne.   

Thystyls and brerys, yei, grete plenté,  

And all kyn wedys that might be.24 

Cain claims he sowed good corn, but by the harvest found it spread with thistles, briars, and 

weeds.  There is a sense here that the poorness of Cain’s poor crop is linked to a failure of 

masculinity.  He compares his crop to that of other farmers: ‘When all mens corn was fayre in 

feld / Then was myne not worth a neld’.25  Given Cain’s stinginess in tithing, it seems 

sensible to assume that he is being characterised as a farmer who has spread his seed too 

thinly.  The thinness of Cain’s ‘seed’ has therefore left the soil open to plants of other kinds.   

 Part of Cain’s struggle to do his job is of course due to the original curse of his father, 

Adam, in Genesis 3:  

[…] cursed is the earth in thy work; with labour and toil shalt thou eat thereof all the days of 

thy life. Thorns and thistles shall it bring forth to thee; and thou shalt eat the herbs of the earth. 

In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread till thou return to the earth, out of which thou wast 

taken: for dust thou art, and into dust thou shalt return.26 

This passage forms the central theme of Cain’s excuses to his brother about why he does not 

want to pay his tithe.  God’s curse figures postlapsarian man’s relationship with the earth as 

antagonistic, and is referenced in the Towneley Cain’s complaint about the thistles and briars.  

Yet Cain’s complaint that other men do not seem to suffer as badly from this curse as he does 
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26  Genesis 3. 17-19.  All Bible quotations are taken from the Douay-Rheims Catholic Bible.  See 
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also suggests that he has a particularly unproductive relationship with the land.  In a currently 

unpublished paper, Gillian Redfern draws attention to Cain’s poverty and its relation to poor 

soil in the line which tells us Cain ‘suppys no coyle bot cold’.27  Redfern identified a potential 

double-meaning in this line, with the word ‘coyle’ meaning both kale (cabbage), and coal:  

This would give the sense that, because of his spiritual or financial poverty – or a combination 

of both – Cain ingests only cold coal.28 

Both of these possible meanings look back to Adam’s curse.  Cain’s eating of kale identifies 

him with the bitter ‘herbs of the earth’.29  However, ‘coal’, a dusty substance taken from the 

earth recalls the second part of the curse: ‘dust thou art.’  It suggests barrenness, with Cain’s 

dusty earth producing, not life-nourishing ‘herbs’, but the destruction of the topsoil for 

mining.  This might explain why the land yields poorly, and why Cain does not produce 

enough to eat.  Product and process of his barely-successful agriculture are therefore 

associated with hard work for poor reward, and figure this as a God-ordained state. 

 Cain’s failures of masculinity and agriculture are compounded by the odd timing of 

his ploughing.  As Abel’s entrance makes clear, it is the time of year they should be offering 

their tithes, which, in rural areas, tended to be collected during or soon after harvest.30  Cain, 

however, has already progressed to ploughing, which would usually have been completed in 

September after the summer harvest was gathered, and again in the early spring.31  In 

ploughing before tithing, Cain, like his boy, is completing his tasks ‘behind the ars’; that is, 

backwards.  The untimeliness of Cain’s labour underlines the fact that he has no intention of 

presenting his tithe to God, and audiences used to the rhythms of the agricultural and spiritual 

year would have recognised this.  The premature ploughing also produces a sinister 

foreshadowing of what is to come: at the end of the play, the newly-ploughed earth is ready 

to receive, not seed, but Abel’s body.  Producing and receiving dust, the generative, womb-

like earth therefore becomes a grave.  If the weeds Cain complains of carry associations of 

                                                 
27  Epp, ed., ‘The Killing of Abel’, l. 426. 
28  Gillian Redfern, ‘The Yorkshire Moors: They Are What They Eat,’ unpublished paper delivered at the 
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30  Ben Dodds, ‘Managing tithes in the late middle ages’, The Agricultural History Review 53.2 (2005), 125-140. 
31  Ploughing appears under the tasks for ‘September’ in Tusser, Hundred Points of Good Husbandrie, p. 223: 

‘Threshe sede and goe fanne, for the plough may not lye, September doth bid, to be sowing of rye’.  



cuckoldry, this replacement of all plant life – whether ‘fayre corn’ or weeds – with a human’s 

grave reverses the fertility of the ground.32 

 

Meanwhile, the timing of the ploughing acts as an arable joke at Cain’s expense.  The 

farmer is preparing the soil for next year’s crop unaware that the events that follow will result 

in him becoming an exile.  He will never return to plant and harvest.  While the nomadic 

lifestyle is suited to pastoral agriculture, constant movement precludes the intimate 

relationship with and knowledge of a specific piece of land involved in crop farming.  When 

he turns the soil into a grave, Cain loses all his labour.  In a recent chapter on the Towneley 

Shepherds’ Plays, Pamela King identifies the social tensions provoked by fifteenth century 

dispossessions from land due to enclosures and evictions: 

[T]he loss of autonomy the shepherds complain of accords with the circumstances of the early 

to mid sixteenth century, when enclosure involving the conversion of arable land to permanent 

grazings for sheep was identified as a major social evil, depopulating and pauperising the 

countryside. 33  

As King shows in relation to the shepherds’ plays, this conversion of the land for grazing was 

bad for both family-scale pastoral and arable farmers.  However, the large-scale turning-over 

of crop-growing land to sheep farming perhaps provides another possible reason why the 

Towneley The Killing of Abel stages the brothers’ conflict as a conflict of occupations.  This 

is consistent with arguments made by Martin Stevens, Lisa Kiser and Andrew Galloway 

regarding evidence of social unrest and resentment caused by ‘the wool economy’s disruption 

of agrarian labour’ in the farming-centred plays of the Towneley manuscript.34  God’s 

apparent preference for Abel’s sheep farming over Cain’s crops therefore shadows the actions 

of earthly landowners, with their systemic privileging of the lucrative wool trade at the 

expense of growing food.  If the Towneley Cain is read both within the context of God’s edict 

in Genesis and in a sixteenth-century context, his is therefore triply exiled: by God from 
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Eden’s productive soil; from the enclosed medieval land, and, by the end of the play, from his 

own farm.  If the possession of a plough marks status, Cain’s plough becomes essentially 

useless – a false signifier – at the moment of his exile. 

 

Competitive jobs 

Although Cain is wrong about many things, he is not wrong about the hardships of 

agricultural labour.  While the two Towneley Shepherds’ Plays give voice to contemporary 

concerns about the harshness and exploitation of pastoral labour, the Mactacio Abel performs 

an equivalent catalogue of the suffering involved in arable farming.  Cain complains of 

poverty, starvation, and his fear of becoming a beggar.  The fact crop farming is not always 

easy is emphasised across several plays.  It is this challenge that frames Mankind’s fall, when 

Tutivillus makes the ground hard by placing a board under it, and steals Mankind’s seed, ‘To 

yrke hym of hys labur’.35  The Towneley Cain, however, places particular emphasis on the 

physical cost of labour, telling Abel ‘Or it [his corn] was shorne and broght in stak / Had I 

many a wery bak’.36  This bodily damage and exhaustion is mirrored in the physical damage 

done to Cain’s clothes.  He complains, ‘What ende had I my travel to lose, / to were my 

shoyn and ryfe my hose?’ 37  The brothers’ relationship should be collaborative and co-

dependent, with Cain’s grain feeding his brother’s animals through the winter, and Abel’s 

animals providing the raw materials needed to repair the Cain’s leather shoes and woollen 

trousers.  However, Cain figures this wear and tear as something he alone suffers while his 

brother thrives.  

 While the Mactacio Abel suggests Cain finds farming so difficult because he is not 

very good at it, the play also places the brothers’ work in competition.  Cain repeatedly 

implies that crop farming is far more labour intensive than the (more lucrative) work of 

sheep-rearing.  As the two Towneley shepherds’ plays demonstrate, sheep-rearing requires 

constant, lower-level daily care, with certain periods of intense work.  Crop farming, 

however, demands large amounts of whole-community work at the start and end of the 

process, as well as the constant maintenance of weeding.  In setting its action at the end of 

harvest and in the middle of ploughing season (rather than, for example, during the lambing 
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or shearing seasons, which produce the heaviest workload in sheep farming), the Mactacio 

Abel stages the brothers’ conflict at a time Cain would have been more physically exhausted 

than Abel.  As with his fight with the animals leading his plough, Cain figures his own 

attempt to control the natural world as a futile but necessary task, which must be constantly 

repeated to avoid starvation, and renders the tithe something that makes this difficult job even 

more difficult. 

 

The brothers’ farming roles therefore also influence their relationship with God.  Abel, 

whose farming relies on the miraculous multiplication of life, is better placed to appreciate 

divine gifts than Cain, who sees only the thistles and briars among his ‘fair corn’.  This 

conflict extends to the symbolic characteristics of the goods they produce.  Intriguingly, both 

the brothers’ crops hold Eucharistic associations.  Abel’s lamb, may be read in the context of 

medieval Christian typological referencing of Christ as the lamb of God and its reproduction 

and appropriation of the Jewish Passover.38  Through this typology, Abel’s role as sheep-

farmer held the potential of hope, looking forward to the coming, and sacrifice, of Christ.  

Cain’s crop of corn, however, is rather more problematic.  Certainly the growth of grain is 

also a key part of Eucharistic devotion, needed to make the wafers and bread which, like the 

Lamb, host Christ’s body.  A recent article by Leanne Groeneveld recently detailed how close 

this association between ‘everyday’ grain and bread and the Eucharist was on stage in the 

pageant of the York Bakers.39  As with the cloth and the animal feed, the brothers’ roles 

should be cooperative, between them producing the key figures of the Eucharist.  However, 

while Abel adopts a proto-Christian stance to his tithe, Cain sees only briars and weeds.  He 

conceives of his role as arable farmer as backwards-looking, towards Adam’s fall, with its 

figuring of labour as a punishment.  As a consequence, he sees Abel’s sheep as a far more 

obvious ‘gift’ from God.  As the brother battling the weeds, Cain’s work bears the curse of 

Adam more heavily.  

 

Although Abel is presented as the virtuous character in this pageant, he does not answer 

any of Cain’s objections satisfactorily.  His answers refuse to engage with the potentially 
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dangerous social and theological problems raised by his brother, but rather comically, merely 

replies again, and again, and again, with variations on the theme that they make sacrifice 

‘Ffor God gifys thee all thi lifyng’.40  Although the Towneley Abel acts as the voice of 

devout orthodoxy, there has developed a consensus among the play’s critics that the 

character’s repetitive exhortations make Abel irritating.  However, what is striking is that the 

language used by several of these critics implies that Abel’s language is also unmanly.  Edith 

Harnett, for example, calls Abel ‘a relentless nag’: a term more commonly employed to 

devalue the speech and arguments of women.41  Yet this form of conflict is not uncommon in 

the staging of moral or theological conflict in medieval drama, where a character who is 

‘wrong’ is given a full creative range of arguments and objections.  They are then placed in 

argument with a character who is ‘right’, but whose pious register and simpler, repetitive 

arguments become comic the more frequently they are repeated.  For example, this dynamic 

appears in the N-Town Joseph’s Doubt, in which Joseph’s long, emotional (and logical), 

protestations that he can’t have made his wife pregnant are punctuated by Mary’s repeated 

assertions that her pregnancy is God’s child and Joseph’s.42  Here, as in the Mactatio Abel, 

the conflict escalates as the doubter becomes increasingly irate while the believer remains 

calm.  Both Abel and Mary are right, but unable to persuade their questioners.  As a dramatic 

device, this use of repetitive dialogue and Abel’s refusal to directly engage with or 

acknowledge his brother’s complaints also performs a build-up of tension which, at least 

temporarily, seems to exacerbate Cain’s increasingly explosive responses.  The comic 

potential of this is realised in Abel’s baffled responses to his brother’s furious speeches, 

‘Broder, ther is none here aboute / That wold thee any grefe’ and ‘Brother, whi art thiu so to 

me in ire?’.43  However, while I disagree with the misogyny of linking Abel’s repetitive and 

bewildered speech with effeminacy, it is clear that Cain certainly attacks Abel’s masculinity 

in attempting to devalue his claims that they should commit their tithes.  

 

This attack begins from the brothers’ first interaction.  When his brother enters with a 

polite greeting, Cain responds with the following:  
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Com kis myne ars!  Me list not ban 

as welcome standys ther oute. 

Thou should have bide til thou were cald.  

Com nar, and other drife or hald,  

and kys the dwillis toute.  

Go grese thi shepe under the toute  

For that is thee most lefe.’44  

 

Cain’s ‘you should have waited till you were called’ forms a metatheatrical joke, suggesting 

Abel is early for his cue and has interrupted Cain’s labour.  In suggesting Abel has entered 

too early, Cain figures his brother’s pious greeting as a kind of premature ejaculation that 

deserves sexual humiliation.  This is seen in his invitation, ‘com kis mine ars’.  This kind of 

metatheatrical joke is common among the Towneley plays attributed to the ‘Wakefield 

master.  Accusations of mis-timed entrances appear in both Shepherds’ plays, and may have 

formed something of a running joke used to put a subordinate character in their place.45  

What is unusual here, however, is the inventive violence of the punishments Cain considers 

appropriate for this particular theatrical transgression.  This is consistent with the astonishing 

range of scatological and arse-centred language used by Cain and his boy throughout the 

play.  These include several references to arse-kissing, arse-wiping and kissing the devil’s 

arse, and this small sample gives an idea of the inventive variety of arse-centric insult used in 

the play: 

 

‘Even ther the good wife strokid the hay’. 

‘he [God] might wipe his ars withall’. 

‘Yei, kys the dwillis ars behynde!’. 

‘Com kys the dwill right in the ars!.46 
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This kind of scatological, obscene language is a common part of vice character traditions 

across England and the Low Countries.47  Tison Pugh notes ‘the carnivalesque humour of 

analingus’ performs as ‘an inversion of normative sexuality – to remind their audiences of 

sexual possibilities that were unlikely to be staged but could nonetheless be adumbrated for 

comic potential’.48  The queer possibilities of this are clear from the opening of this play, 

where Cain’s boy makes a visceral opening threat to the audience, which seems to combine 

arse-kissing and oral sex: ‘bot who janglis any more, / He must blaw my black hoill bore / 

Both behind and before / Till his tethe blede’.49  However, where the boy references his own 

‘black hole’, what is curious about Cain’s use of obscenity at Abel’s entrance is that he 

explicitly links it to his trade as a sheep farmer:  

Go grese thi shepe under the toute  

For that is thee most lefe.’50   

 

While Cain’s repeated invitations to ‘kis myn ars’ attack Abel’s masculinity, this accusation 

also attacks his occupation, claiming that the most pleasing thing for Abel is to ‘grease your 

sheep under the arse’.  This accusation of bestial desire is unusual even within medieval 

obscene registers.  Nicole Nolan Sidhu has noted the heteronormative conservatism of 

medieval obscenity, which tends to uphold established powers:  

 

While sexual body parts and normative heterosexual sex are […] more publicly acceptable in 

the Middle Ages than in the modern West, other forms of sexuality are subjected to a 

censorship so profound they are rarely, if ever, visible.  Cunnilingus, fellatio, homosexuality, 

bestiality, masturbation, and heterosexual acts that violate the gender conventions of male 

superiority and female inferiority are never (or very rarely) depicted in medieval texts and art.51 

 

Sex in medieval obscene literature is often rather vanilla.  It is not of course surprising that 

Cain, set to break the first taboo of homicide, has no qualms breaking others.  Yet his insult 

also makes a careful reference to the practices of Abel’s job.  The mention of sheep-greasing 
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may be a reference to treating sheep against rot.  Sheep fed on poor land (often due to the 

disappearance of common grazing rights) were more likely to succumb to disease, so Cain’s 

reference to ‘greasing’ might reference the medical treatment Abel performs for his flock.52  

If this is the case, it is perhaps a reminder that Abel, too, is a dispossessed farmer, though 

unlike Cain, he does not complain about it.  The sickness of Abel’s sheep is hinted at again 

later, when Cain tells his brother ‘tend thi scabbid shepe wele’, suggesting Abel is not doing a 

good job of looking after his flock.53  However, even read with this context, the sheep-

greasing incident still retains elements of bestiality.  Cain is clearly suggesting here that this 

is part of the job that Abel takes rather too much pleasure in, ‘For that is thee most lefe’.  

Cain’s use of ‘lefe’, with its additional meanings of ‘love’, suggests that the sheep is Abel’s 

lover, as well as his desire.  The fact that the method of Cain’s insult is a sheep, coupled with 

his suggestions of sickness, also taps into other medieval associations of sheep and rams with 

sexual voraciousness and uncleanness.  Unlike lambs, which were used as figures of the 

Lamb of God, sheep and rams were associated with sexual looseness, able to become 

pregnant by a gust of wind, and rams were particularly associated with sexually active men.54  

Drawing both on images of bestial love and male desire, Cain’s insult turns his brother’s 

sacrifice of one of his flock to suggest he is exploiting them in other ways, too.  The 

accusation taints Abel’s sacrifice, troubling its status as a pious prefiguring of the Christian 

priest sacrificing the Lamb of God. 

 

It is likely that Cain’s other uses of scatology in this play, combined with Garcio’s 

earlier reference to fellatio, hold links to medieval anti-Semitic imagery.  Susan Signe 

Morrison and others have noted that excremental and sexual language was used to 

characterise or undermine minorities; particularly Jews, peasants, and women.55  Other 

readings of this play, and indeed, of the Cain and Abel episode in medieval culture more 

generally, have tended to follow the kinds of typological reading in which Abel is figured as 

a kind of proto-Christ and, as Sturges has argued, ‘by Cain is understood the Jewish 

people.’56  However, this accusation of sheep-shagging complicates this, allowing Cain to 

direct against Abel the kinds of accusation more commonly seen in medieval anti-Semitic art 
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and polemic of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.  Birgit Wiedl argues that anti-Semitic 

animal metaphors depicted Jews, Birgit Weidl argues, ‘sporting shady, sodomitical sexual 

proclivities’, which also encompassed bestial practices:  

 

 Jews suckling a lamb’s tail. heretics kissing a cat’s anus; applying their mouths – site 

of ingestion of the immaculate Host by good Catholics – to filthy animal orifices not 

only aroused disgust against the offenders, be they Jews or other, and drew derogatory 

smirks, but evoked further association.’57  

 

Cain’s linguistic obsession with the anus falls into this vein of representation.  However, his 

association of Abel with bestiality, and the disgust it aims to provoke, somewhat reverses this 

dynamic, projecting the accusation instead onto the figure who associated with Christ as 

shepherd and as sacrifice.  This figuring of Abel’s pastoral labour as sexual exploitation adds 

weight to Cain’s figuring of tithes as the exploitation of a church’s flock – an argument 

developed in Cain’s subsequent speech, which refers to another common animal motif used 

as a criticism of the church’s manipulation of poor congregation members through tithing.  

After a long speech from Abel about the tradition, duty and custom of tithing, Cain responds, 

‘How! let furth youre geyse, the fox will preche’.58  This refers to a tradition within both 

beast fable and in anti-clerical satire and art in which a fox poses as a monk or preacher to the 

birds that would normally be its prey.59  This tradition figures Christian preachers as corrupt, 

consuming the flocks they are supposed to lead and protect.  If we read this reference against 

Cain’s previous statement about sheep-greasing, Cain is deliberately upsetting the motif of 
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Abel as a preacher, as a shepherd and as a proto-Christ, suggesting he is sexually and 

materially abusing those who follow him.   

 

Earth, human, animal 

 

For all its blasphemous theological work, Cain’s obsession with excrement, arses and 

animals also holds a practical concern.  The repeated references to excrement remind us that 

Cain and Abel’s work is complementary.  Cain grows the feed that will enable his brothers’ 

sheep to outlast the winter, while Abel’s sheep provide the dung needed to fertilise Cain’s 

fields.  Food’s opposite brother is excrement.  In short, shit is the key thing bringing the 

brothers’ work together.  Abel’s continued bafflement at Cain’s anger suggests that he, at 

least, sees their professions as equivalent, and it is only Cain who insists on suggesting that 

his labour demands more hard work, even as he figures Abel’s as easier and less masculine.  

Moreover, even though Abel does everything he should do, his own labour, in animal 

husbandry and in tithing, still furnishes Cain with the means to un-make him.   

 

 The brothers’ conflict comes to a head when, in my favourite pun in early drama, 

Cain tells his brother ‘we have a craw (bone) to pull’ (l. 313).60  Since the ninth-century, 

Cain’s murder weapon had been figured as the jawbone of an ass, though the Towneley Cain 

uses a ‘cheke bon’ of an unspecified animal.61  The handy proximity of bone with the altar 

even hints that this creature may have been one of Abel’s own, earlier, pious tithes: a 

fragment representing the product of his labour now turned against him.  Cain’s act blurs the 

relationships the play has established between human, animal and earth.  Rebekah L. Pratt’s 

study of medieval hunting manuals argues that descriptions of fragmented, butchered animal 

bodies were used to illustrate human dominance, but that ‘the death of a living creature 

emphasizes the inherent fragility of all flesh, including human skin which could also be 

rendered or ruptured unto the point of the death like that of the hunted prey’.62  Abel’s devout 

desire to un-make the body of his sheep is therefore paralleled in the un-making of his own 
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body.  This transformation of body into meat is grimly repeated when Cain’s boy comes in to 

help dispose of the body, and quips to the audience ‘cold rost is at my masteres hame’.63   

 

The murder also changes Cain’s role as arable farmer: the crop labourer has turned 

butcher.  The occupations Cain has been so careful to delineate and set in opposition merge 

together in the closing part of the play, and images of animal and crop farming mix to grim 

effect.  The most significant change comes in the iconography of the plough.  In his closing 

speech, Cain tells his boy ‘take yon plough and travel faster than before’, else: 

For bi Codys sydys, if thou do 

I shall hang thee apon this plo 

With this rope, lo lad! Lo, 

By hym that me dere boght.64   

 

The threat is of course consistent with Cain’s murderous nature: having committed the first 

murder on earth his words suggest he is already well on his way to committing a second.  It 

also intriguingly brings together the themes of this paper.  Although Cain’s oath finishes with 

an anachronistic reference to Christ’s sacrifice, the divine is again reduced to the bodily and 

excremental, with Cain swearing ‘by God’s sides (loins)’, rather than by his wounds.  

Moreover, by threatening to hang the boy upon the plough ‘with this rope’, Cain collapses the 

item that signifies his status and his labour both with the gallows and with Christ’s cross.  

Given the emphasis he consistently places on the physical effort and suffering his labour 

costs, this momentarily aligns the pain of farm labour and the pain of Adam’s curse with 

Christ’s suffering.  This collapse of plough, gallows and cross perhaps opens new ways to 

read the relationship between land, labour and spirituality, even as Cain’s earlier complaints 

about the hardship of agricultural toil are upheld.  As one of the closing images of the play, 

this use of the plough as symbol of the labourer’s suffering is never redeemed.  While 

Christ’s cross undoes the part of Adam’s curse that turns human flesh into dust, the curse of 

labour, the weeds, work, and the need for a plough, remain.  Despite their different virtues, 

both brothers end the play stuck in the mud. 
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